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Edit Share Mordheim: Warband Skirmish is a multiplayer mobile device fit for Games Workshop table game Mordheim. In warhammer's world during the Civil War, you lead your war tape through several different encounters, collecting magical fragments from the comet that destroyed the city of Mordheim. Hide in the shadows and wait for the right moment to strike, get a vantage
point and pick up targets with Ranged weapons, or bring the fight directly to your opponent at close range and in a personal confrontation. An unpredictable turn-based strategy right at your fingertips. You're fighting real opponents with similar goals in mind, so go out there, build the most effective warband you can, and show everyone how big a threat you are. Tailor your warband
and prove your worth by buying awesome weapons, armor and more. Do you have everything it takes to survive in a place where only death lurks? Getting started[edit | edit source] Wether you are a new Mordheim or veteran player, you should consider visiting the following pages: If you are looking for something specific, you can find it in the Game Menus (below). It's sorted
exactly the same way and in order you see things in the game, and hopefully this will make things very instinctive for you. Enjoy! Community[edit | edit source] Join the Mordheim community to make the game better for everyone! Groups[edit | edit source] Mordheim has eight standard groups: Warband Skirmish (six currently available) from which you can choose to build around
your war band: Reikland Mercenaries (free)[edit | edit source] Hybrid soldier type with access to Shooting &amp; Strength skills, but not Speed. The game's true hybrid group (i.e. close combat and ranged). They can't escape or hide, but they can take a hit and fight like hell! Marienburg Mercenaries[edit | edit source] Ranged troop type with access to Shooting &amp; Speed skills
but not Strength. Secretive and Rangers, these born snipers get a lot of money early. Middenheim Mercenaries[edit | edit source] Close combat troop type with access to Speed and Strength skills but no Shooting. Secretive and hard as nails, they shine as hidden melee assassins. Skaven[edit | edit source] Close combat troop type with access to all skills but is particularly
dependent on Speed Skills. Cowardly, but deadly, these dirty rats have a fun and unique style of play. Undead[edit | edit source] Miscellaneous, melee-focused, basic soldier types. Dregs: access only to power skills, but not to shooting or speed. These are the scum of mankind. Although they have the least abilities than any type of person, they are still extremely deadly in the late
game combined with the mighty might of their vampire master. Ghouls: access and speed skills, but not shooting. Secretive male-eating horrors that are very effective It's an early game. Vampires (hired sword): better than everything - except in shooting. Witch hunters[edit | edit source] Miscellaneous troop types that emphasize progress. Zealots are a starting type of force with
access to shooting and speed skills, but no power. They begin life as an uneducated peasant, but can be quickly leveled as one of two highly effective types of warriors. Templar (ranged): access to shooting and speed skills, but no power. Re-description of the basic gallery. It's easier for most people when they're leveled first as a melee and then – as a hybrid – slowly moved on to
full-back. Fanatic (close fight): access to speed and power skills s, but not shooting. Up to five more forces than any other person and automatic passed all leadership tests, they are excellent melee units. Their lack of armor was largely compensated for by their priest's ability to heal them. Remember, your warrior priest can only heal one member of your war band at a time.
Sisters of Sigmar (published 4.4.2019)[edit | edit source] Similar to Witch hunters, but their matriarch leader immediately begins with Sigmar prayers. Novices henchwomen have started statistical blocks such as Dregs or Zealots, but pay less. Cult of the Possessed (published october 31, 2019)[edit | edit source] Close combat troop type with access to Chaos Magic. Chaos
Magister Leader has a statistical block, like most other human leaders, and starts with Chaos Magic right away. The brothers' henchmen have starting statistical blocks, such as human warriors and snipers, they can become possessed or get up to two Chaos mutations, and have access to speed skills, but not special shooting skills. Possessed are very expensive (1500 GC) and
have a similar starting statistic block to the Orcs, but they can't use any equipment, but consumables, not Thunderer hats or Elven capes. Predators are cheaper than Possessed, have access to two Chaos mutations and can only equip right-handed weapons. Dwarf Treasure Hunters (released April 23, 2020)[edit | edit source] Slow but hard, access to all skills except speed.
Dwarf Noble and clanmen have very high weapons skills and all begin with extra defense. Unique skills make bedbugs especially tough, have very effective shooting and allow them to make money faster than most other groups. Slow speed of motion and low visual distance make it difficult for them to succeed early on, but they quickly snowball into experts wherever you want to
train them. Warn that you will probably have to invest in hired swords to compensate for their weaknesses. Reikland only is free to play (2019/01/09). Other factions can be opened with tons of Destiny, and some by paying real-life money. [edit | edit source] About Wiki[edit | edit source] This is a place where we can gather information through war, skills, skills, and Mordheim's
Metica: Warband Skirmies to improve the game's enjoyment by better understanding how it works. The desktop rules were hundreds of pages long, so there's a lot of information crammed into the game! Feel free to participate, comment and ask questions when you feel inspired to do so. Last Activity[Edit | Edit Source] Go to the Video tab to find videos related to Mordheim: WS. If
you're a creator, feel free to add your own videos to the page! Twitter If you see this, JavaScript may be disabled or the DiscordIntegrator extension may not work. If the latter, contact your wiki administrator. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. More Mordheim: Warband Skirmy Wiki Edit Comments Share Dwarves respects only three
things: age, wealth and skill. It is no surprise, then, that these dark warriors can be found in Mordheim in search of fame and fortune. Dwarf treasure hunters are one of many groups you can play in Mordheim: Warband Skirmish, to form your warband. Dwarf treasure hunters Features[edit | edit source] Dwarf treasure hunters are the most expensive grouping in the game (25 fate
symbols instead of 20). Compared to human mercenaries, dwarf treasure hunters get... -1 M, +10 WS (as Warriors +15 WS as Snipers), +5 BS (as warriors, same as Marksmen) -10 Ini and +24 Ld. Only one choice for henchmen: Clans. Access to special dwarf treasure hunter skills. 60% increase in hiring henchmen. No access to speed skills or less magic. Range weapons were
limited to wing springs and blackpowder weapons. Same range of weapons and armor, except for springs, which they can't use. As inklusive as mercenaries, they accept most hired swords except exclusive ones. Director: Noble[edit | edit source] The well-being applicants who have recruited the band and left their stronghol in search of riches. Dwarf noals are honored by
members of his war band. Oftem he is one of the noble families of lost dwarf fortresses, dreaming of collecting enough treasures to restore the former glory of the dwarf kingdoms. W M/R A WS BS BS S Def I Ld Crit Parry Stats Block 5 3/3 1 50 40 30 15 20 87 15% 0% Increases included +10 +10 +5 Other known skills Crossbow Training, Blackpowder training, unarmed training
Advanced weapons training (including unarmed and weapons training) Dwarf panskiller training The use of skills increases, combat, shooting (all but string training and control), academic, power and special skills (dwarf treasure hunters). Director: Leadership Range 6 Henchmen: Clans[edit | edit source] Jalonen's friends and relatives: hard, stubborn and brave warriors who can be
trusted to keep theirs against any enemy. W M/R A WS BS S Def I Ld Crit Parry Stats 3-5 3/3 1 35-45 25-35 25-35 15 15-25 77-87 15% 0% Known Advanced weapons training (including unarmed and weapons training), dwarf panning training. The use of skills increases, combat, shooting (all except spring training and control), strength and special skills (dwarf treasure hunters).
Dwarf treasure hunters Weapons &amp; Armours[edit | edit source] Dwarf treasure hunters have general access to all right- and left-hand weapons and shields of the communion, except for bows and all common helmets. They have access to a special armor that matches other common armour and, of course, Gromril Armour. In addition, they have access to other special
equipment: Leveling the war tape of dwarf treasure hunters[edit | edit source] Klansmans can be developed either as close combat warriors (tanks or damage dealers) or snipers (Pistoliers or snipers). Anyway, I recommend choosing Extra Tough for your first skill, as it greatly increases their resilience. Close Combat Warriors[edit | edit source] Clans recommended preliminary
statistics: 5 wounds Weapon Skill over 40 and as high as possible Ballistic skill doesn't matter (they're not going to shoot) Strength over 30 and as high as possible The initiative isn't as important, you're sure to go last, but if you could choose, getting the highest value leadership isn't so important either that it's really high to start and a couple of leadership more levels it would be no
more than (90 or more). Tanks[edit | edit the source] As combat warriors, they are magnificent tanks thanks to their extra racial 15 defenses and dwarf armor training, which allows them to carry heavy armor and shields without losing any more movement. These, combined with resilient and step skills, allow them 100 defenses in combat and 90 defenses against Ranged weapons
(Initial 15 Defence +10 (Visored Helm) +40 (Gombril Armour) +15 (Votive Shield) +10 (Resilient) +10 (in battle, Aside Step)). In addition, their Blade Master, Axe Master, Hard to Kill, Thick Skull and Great Grudge Skills allow them to increase damage in battle and keep them fighting. Although their extra hard skills give them more resilience in the long run. Warriors with a Shieldille
Cutlass is initially the best choice. But they eventually want Gromril Axe (combined superbly with Axe Master and Blade Master)(Enemy defense: -25 and 1 extra damage) or Skull Hammer (Max Enemy Defence: 20) to fight at a higher level, where heavy armor rampant. While it lacks armor penetration, Ithilmar Sword is also an excellent choice, the +30% Parry bonus fits very well
with the tank archetype. Possible development is: Extra Tough, Advance Weapons Master (fits well with Cutlass and needed for Web of Steel and Blade Master), to Kill (you stay active longer in battle), Attack Increase 1 (If you have chosen your clan wisely you will not any increase in weapons skills), strength increase 1, wound insertion 1, flexible, thick skull, steel mesh, strength
increase 2, wound boost 2, strength increase 3, wound increase 3 (Force and wounds increase does not increase your war collar rating as much as weapons skills and attacks increase and give you better survival), Gun skills increase up to 50+, Attack Appendix 2 , step aside. Another Tankier skill in its fearsome, but since their high leadership value and low movement, is not so
important for bedbugs, they pass most tests and are loaded with fear of causing enemies. So, you should focus on increasing their gun skills as much as possible (Gun skills grow first up to max, then Pit Fighter (Due to its low movement, you can decide to charge wherever you want) and you can skip unstoppable charging (you won't do the download)). And then make them as
deadly as possible, Battle Master, Master of Arms, Axe Master, Strike to Injury, Strongman, Mighty Blow. The downside of this path early on is that it takes them a lot of time to develop, make their lack of movement and ranged weapons. Damage dealers[edit | edit source] As dealers of combat damage (two-handed weapon) Dwarves are awesome because they are as tanks as
most tanks because of their +15 racial defenses (the maximum defense awarded by Shield is +15 (Votive Shield)). Warriors fighting with a two-hand gun should probably be avoided with large axes (Ostland Great Axe and Dwarven Pickaxe) also taking into account skills (Axe Master and Blade Master). Their maximum armored pass is -15 and most heavy armored opponents have
70-85 defenses in close combat. Thus, Comet Maul (Max Enemy Defence: 20) is probably the best choice around, a great punch through the heaviest armor. If you go the way of the Axe, you should choose Dwarven Pickaxe, because connecting it to Miner will give the dwarf an extra turn before the fight begins. Although in other cases of war no two-hand swords are considered,
with a dwarf you can compromise between damage and defense with the Gromril Great Sword (Enemy Defense: -15, Parry: +15%). For survival, it is easier to follow the same evolving path as the tanks and later move to a two-hand weapon after Step Asside. With Strongman, Mighty Blow, Fearsome (no landing blow or unable to load due to fear is more expensive with a twohanded weapon) and Combat Master. Then, if you choose the infiltration style Miner, Axe Master, and Blade Master. And after or instead, gun skills increase to max Pit Fighter, an unstoppable charge. The downside of this path early on is that it takes them a lot of time to develop, make their lack of movement and ranged weapons. Snipers[edit | edit source] Clans original stats: 5
Wounds Weapon Skill does not it However, you can bypass Trick Shooter if you decide to equip them with a Hochland Long Rifle and Sight rifle. But in the case of a dwarf, it is best to equip them with a repeater handgun, they have +10 to hit due to a mechanical engineer and +10 strengths for a chemical engineer and fire 1 extra shot. In addition, before you increase their close
combat attacks, you can increase their initiative, increase both their visibility and hopefully shoot two consecutive rounds of ammunition by passing a turn where you can't see the enemy. Afterwards, you can learn the weapons master and equip them with skull hammer to better handle heavy armoured resistors who get into battle, or with a Gromril axe to also increase the critical
hit. Hired Swords[edit | edit source] Dwarf treasure hunters can hire all non-exclusive hired swords, but they work better with some: Warlock is very popular for extra mobility, magic and research of support. Ogre works well with melee dwarves. They don't have access to Speed skills either, and they don't hinder a cunning strategy. But beware: take them to the melee and they'll
paralyze the range units. The dwarf ranger is a dwarf alternative to the ink ranger, it is basically dwarf clans with access to the skills of sprinting and observational velocity. Thus, it could be a better option than half scouts, because you can equip him like other dwarves in your war. Although its vision is still limited. Pit Fighter access to speed skills could be beneficial for dwarf
treasure hunters, since the only dwarf with access to some of them is the dwarf ranger. However, this is the most important thing in Ranged Warbands, and Pit Fighter is not a good option for them. The Halfling Scout may play a narrow role in a range-oriented war band of dwarf treasure hunters, but they are likely to be in place on the tank-melee team. The dwarf troll killer,
freelancer and duelist are there just for taste. There are other better choices. Why choose dwarf treasure hunters? [edit | edit source] Because you want to get more shrapnel and therefore gold coins than other warbands. Because you love tanks, but you really want a selection or a hybrid war band. Because you want the most addicted, the toughest and less susceptible to injury
war tape. Because you hate losing to failed leadership tests. Because you want warriors to fight until their last breath. Because you love Axes, and dwarves are the best axe fighters. Because you want excellent Pistoliers (Force and shooting = good combination). They are not as fast and deadly as the dedicated Skaven Pistoliers or even Reikland Mercenaries pistols, but they can
get their defenses much higher and their pistols have the same power as Back to groupings Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Said. Said.
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